Central Washington University
Department of Music
presents:

Winter 2018 Music Department
Calendar of Events

February 25, 6:00 pm
Eva Stoumbos & Tomás Estigarribia,
bass and cello recital

February 25, 7:00 pm
Composition Studio Recital+

February 26, 8:00 pm
Rob Scheps Quintet*

February 27, 7:00 pm
Symphonic Bands Concert+

February 28, 7:00 pm
Chamber Orchestra Concert+

March 2, 8:00 pm
Shanrunon Davies, cello recital*

March 4, 2:00 pm
Janna Hallock, bassoon recital*

March 4, 4:00 pm
Vocal Jazz Concert+

March 4, 8:00 pm
Tuba-Euphonium Ensemble recital*

March 6, 6:00 pm
Jazz Combo 1*

March 6, 8:00 pm
Jazz Combo 2*

March 7, 7:00 pm
Percussion Ensemble Concert+

March 10, 12:00 pm
Kathryn Kibota, voice recital*

March 10, 2:00 pm
Marissabel Rivero, tuba recital*

March 10, 4:00 pm
Jazz Band Concert+

March 10, 6:00 pm
Zachary Petty, horn recital*

March 10, 8:00 pm
Allyssa Haigh, graduate percussion recital*

March 11, 2:00 pm
Jacqueline Vandeman, tuba recital*

March 11, 4:00 pm
Orchestra Concert+

March 11, 8:00 pm
Steven Busby, percussion recital*

March 20, 7:00 pm
Ensemble Proton Bern Concert+

* Recital Hall
+ Concert Hall
$ Ticketed

Parking is free every weekday after 4:30 p.m. and all day on weekends, unless otherwise stated.

The Calendar of Events changes frequently. For the most up-to-date calendar, visit our website at www.cwu.edu/music or call (509) 963-1216

Please turn off your cell phone and refrain from the use of any electronic devices through the duration of your visit to our facility. Thank you.

Central Washington University Music Department continues to excel because of generous contributions from alumni, parents, and friends. While there are many ways to offer support that will best meet your philanthropy goals, we invite you to join us in celebrating the 125th anniversary of our beloved CWU by giving a $125 to support our students. This support will allow us to continue to provide top-tier teaching and training for our students. For more information on how to achieve your giving goals, visit us at www.cwu.edu/give.

Thank you for all that you do to advance Central’s commitment to excellence and connecting our world through music.

Follow us on:
CwuMusic-department
@CWUMusicDept

Winter Choral Concert

University Chorale
Professor Vijay Singh, director

Vox Divina
Dr. Gary A. Weidenaar, director

Wildcat Chorus
Dr. Scott R. Peterson, director

Chamber Choir
Dr. Gary A. Weidenaar, director

Jerilyn S. McIntyre Music Building Concert Hall
Sunday, February 25, 2018
4:00 PM
Program

University Chorale
Vijay Singh, director

Machet die Tore Weit
Andreas Hammerschmidt (1612-1675)

Translation:
Lift up your heads, ye gates O eternal doors,
lift up high the King of Great Glory arrives.
Who is this King of Glory?
He is the Lord strong and mighty in battle.
Sing Hosanna in the highest!

Voices of Earth
Barbara Mirano, piano

Sacramento Sis Joe
Jackson Berkey

Vox Divina
Gary A. Weidenaar, director
Joseph Cook, GTA and assistant director
Kathryn Kibota, accompanist

Fecit Potentiam [from: Magnificat]
Nicola Porpora (1686-1767)
Kathryn Kibota, piano

Lascia Ch’io Pianga
G. F. Handel (1685-1759)
Joseph Cook, conductor
Gary Weidenaar, piano

Panta Rhei
Jim Papoulis

Wildcat Chorus
Scott Peterson, director

Alleluia
Reginald Unterseher

Firefighter’s Creed
Tristan Blaisdell, vocal solo
Spencer Manning, trumpet
Willis Gross, percussion

A Rhyme of Limericks
1. Fughetta
Dalton Osborne, solo
2. Hymn
Mitchell Edwards, solo
3. Aria (Appotheosis of Rossini)
Dean Millett, solo

Sangerhilsen
(All alums of the CWU Wildcat Chorus and Men’s Choir are invited to join us onstage)

Chamber Choir
Gary A. Weidenaar, director

Hear my Prayer, O Lord
Henry Purcell (1659-1695)

Crucifixus
Antonio Lotti (ca. 1667-1740)

Trois Chanson Bretonnes
1. La Nuit en mer
2. La Complainte des âmes
3. Soir d’été
Brianna Eddy, piano

Infinite
Nelson Green

Let the River Run
Carly Simon
arr. Hella Johnson

Translation:
Lift up your heads, ye gates O eternal doors,
lift up high the King of Great Glory arrives.
Who is this King of Glory?
He is the Lord strong and mighty in battle.
Sing Hosanna in the highest!

Solo Group - Savannah Walker, Sophia Goodenberger,
Chantelle Lickfold, Solveig Dahl

Percussion - Kathryn Kibota, Darian Evans, Morgan Marienau

Brianna Eddy, piano
## Personnel

### University Chorale

- Hadiya Al-shishani
- David Ballard
- Abel Banuelos-Juarez
- Sydney Bates
- Elijah Bergevin
- Bailey Boeholt
- Emily Boyd
- Chandler Campbell
- Matthew Cancio
- Libby Christensen
- Kaysie Clayton
- Jasmin Corpuz
- Majazz Damm
- Tim Danikowski
- Shannon Davies
- Luke Echeverria
- Elise Erickson
- Darian Evans
- Jesus Familia
- Mary Filicetti
- Hadiya Al-shishani
- David Ballard
- Abel Banuelos-Juarez
- Sydney Bates
- Elijah Bergevin
- Bailey Boeholt
- Emily Boyd
- Chandler Campbell
- Matthew Cancio
- Libby Christensen
- Kaysie Clayton
- Jasmin Corpuz
- Majazz Damm
- Tim Danikowski
- Shannon Davies
- Luke Echeverria
- Elise Erickson
- Darian Evans
- Jesus Familia
- Mary Filicetti
- Haley Fleming
- Gaby Garcia
- Melanie Garza
- Angel Gates
- Jasmine Gilbert
- Andrew Gompf
- Yasmin Gonzalez
- Kate Gordon
- Michael Hedman
- Ricardo Iriarte
- Matthew Jeroma
- Kathryn Kibota
- Samuel Kroes
- Myatt Langstraat
- Jordan Lyons
- Mayowa Makinde
- Gina Martinez
- Tyler Matthews
- Cass McClintock
- Megan Mcgee
- Lina Melaku
- Barbara Mirano
- Ainslee Nill
- Nick Novy
- Augustine O’Donnell
- Cade O’Haver
- Cooper Ottum
- Akkio Owens
- Derek Paynter
- Uriel Peizer
- Zach Petty
- Faithlynn Phillips
- Collin Pillow
- Hannah Poole
- Henry Rasco
- Jessica Redberg
- Alyssa Rice
- Riley Rosser
- Sami Ruiz
- Abby Smith
- Peregrine Spane
- Quayyon Spencer
- Darren Spieger
- Miranda Stowell
- Yijan Sun
- Serena Thompson
- Desirea Thosath
- Benito Tijerina
- Holly Trinnaman
- Matthew Usher
- Ciara Vanslyke
- Savannah Walker
- Kayla Wilber

### Vox Divina

- Hadiya Al-shishani
- David Ballard
- Abel Banuelos-Juarez
- Sydney Bates
- Elijah Bergevin
- Bailey Boeholt
- Emily Boyd
- Chandler Campbell
- Matthew Cancio
- Libby Christensen
- Kaysie Clayton
- Jasmin Corpuz
- Majazz Damm
- Tim Danikowski
- Shannon Davies
- Luke Echeverria
- Elise Erickson
- Darian Evans
- Jesus Familia
- Mary Filicetti
- Haley Fleming
- Gaby Garcia
- Melanie Garza
- Angel Gates
- Jasmine Gilbert
- Andrew Gompf
- Yasmin Gonzalez
- Kate Gordon
- Michael Hedman
- Ricardo Iriarte
- Matthew Jeroma
- Kathryn Kibota
- Samuel Kroes
- Myatt Langstraat
- Jordan Lyons
- Mayowa Makinde
- Gina Martinez
- Tyler Matthews
- Cass McClintock
- Megan Mcgee
- Lina Melaku
- Barbara Mirano
- Ainslee Nill
- Nick Novy
- Augustine O’Donnell
- Cade O’Haver
- Cooper Ottum
- Akkio Owens
- Derek Paynter
- Uriel Peizer
- Zach Petty
- Faithlynn Phillips
- Collin Pillow
- Hannah Poole
- Henry Rasco
- Jessica Redberg
- Alyssa Rice
- Riley Rosser
- Sami Ruiz
- Abby Smith
- Peregrine Spane
- Quayyon Spencer
- Darren Spieger
- Miranda Stowell
- Yijan Sun
- Serena Thompson
- Desirea Thosath
- Benito Tijerina
- Holly Trinnaman
- Matthew Usher
- Ciara Vanslyke
- Savannah Walker
- Kayla Wilber

### Wildcat Chorus

#### 1st Tenor
- Tim Danikowski
- Mitchell Edwards
- Carl Hennings
- Matt Mihara
- Dean Millet
- Dalton Osborne
- Michael Roach
- Isaiah Zeller
- Tim Danikowski
- Mitchell Edwards
- Carl Hennings
- Matt Mihara
- Dean Millet
- Dalton Osborne
- Michael Roach
- Isaiah Zeller

#### 2nd Tenor
- Aaron Bratina
- Luke Echeverria
- Cade Fungone
- Omar Garcia
- Steven Highbee
- Chandler Little
- Garrett Poteat
- Kris Prak
- Parker Twelves
- Matthew Usher
- Steven Wenger
- Aaron Bratina
- Luke Echeverria
- Cade Fungone
- Omar Garcia
- Steven Highbee
- Chandler Little
- Garrett Poteat
- Kris Prak
- Parker Twelves
- Matthew Usher
- Steven Wenger

#### Baritone
- Abel Banuelos-Juarez
- Tristan Balsdell
- Zach Fraser
- Nelson Green
- Jake Hassebrock
- David Hudson
- Tanner Koenen
- Daniel Krantz
- Morgan Leblanc
- Edgar Magana Farias
- Nathan Miles
- Justin Moser
- Henry Myers-Power
- Kyle Olsen
- Jackson Ross-Lyon
- Ryan Whitehead
- Abel Banuelos-Juarez
- Tristan Balsdell
- Zach Fraser
- Nelson Green
- Jake Hassebrock
- David Hudson
- Tanner Koenen
- Daniel Krantz
- Morgan Leblanc
- Edgar Magana Farias
- Nathan Miles
- Justin Moser
- Henry Myers-Power
- Kyle Olsen
- Jackson Ross-Lyon
- Ryan Whitehead

#### Bass
- Ryan Catron
- Henry LeMaster
- Mayowa Makinde
- Henry Nordhorn
- Henry Rasco
- Matthew Wootridge
- Ryan Catron
- Henry LeMaster
- Mayowa Makinde
- Henry Nordhorn
- Henry Rasco
- Matthew Wootridge

### Chamber Choir

#### Soprano I
- Liz Archuleta
- Alison Banchero
- Solveig Dahl
- Chantelle Lickford
- Jillian Payton
- Natalie Riggs
- Miranda Stowell
- Josie Thomas
- Heather Williams
- Liz Archuleta
- Alison Banchero
- Solveig Dahl
- Chantelle Lickford
- Jillian Payton
- Natalie Riggs
- Miranda Stowell
- Josie Thomas
- Heather Williams

#### Soprano II
- Bailey Boeholt
- Krista Braaten
- Charlotte Casler
- Sophia Goodenberger
- Gracelyn Krause
- Gina Martinez
- Isabelle Papen
- Lydia Richardson
- Talen Schoenig
- Katherine Shogren
- Serena Thompson
- Marie Tri
- Bailey Boeholt
- Krista Braaten
- Charlotte Casler
- Sophia Goodenberger
- Gracelyn Krause
- Gina Martinez
- Isabelle Papen
- Lydia Richardson
- Talen Schoenig
- Katherine Shogren
- Serena Thompson
- Marie Tri

#### Alto I
- Shannon Davies
- Ling (Zoe) Han
- Hannah Bryan
- Gabi Hart
- Janna Haskin
- Chelsey Johnson
- Kathryn Kibota
- Sarah McAuley
- Marissabel Rivero
- Sami Ruiz
- Savannah Walker
- Shannon Davies
- Ling (Zoe) Han
- Hannah Bryan
- Gabi Hart
- Janna Haskin
- Chelsey Johnson
- Kathryn Kibota
- Sarah McAuley
- Marissabel Rivero
- Sami Ruiz
- Savannah Walker

#### Alto II
- Ginger Ashcroft
- Kaitlyn Barlow
- Katelin Crownor
- Darian Evans
- Zacarra Kim
- Cecilia Lakin
- Morgan Marienau
- Ranier Ramirez-Fox
- Hannah Reed
- Jackie Vandeman
- Josie Wells
- Ginger Ashcroft
- Kaitlyn Barlow
- Katelin Crownor
- Darian Evans
- Zacarra Kim
- Cecilia Lakin
- Morgan Marienau
- Ranier Ramirez-Fox
- Hannah Reed
- Jackie Vandeman
- Josie Wells

& denotes graduate student  * denotes section leader